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1 Introduction 

Experimental methods of nuclear physics play 

an important role for the identification of new 

chemical elements in nature． A hundred years ago 

two elements with Z 一 84 (Po)and Z 一 88 (Ra) 

were identified due to their strong a radioactivity 

by M ．Curie and P．Curie．Up to date about thirty 

elements were identified by the observation of a—de— 

cay chains from an unknown nuclide to a known 

nuclide[。-6]which includes the named superheavy 

elements with Z一 107一一110 (Bh—Ds)and the un— 

named ones with Z≥ 111 E。· ．In China two new 

nuclides 。Db and Bh were synthesized by Gan et 

alE · 
．  

Theoretically it was predicted that there exists 

a superheavy island in the chart of nuclides in 

1960s． It was thought that some superheavy nuclei 

could be stable for spontaneous fission or have very 

long half-lives of spontaneous fission． Their half— 

lives for a—decay (or 3-decay)are long enough to 

observe their existence and to investigate their 

properties． The half—lives of superheavy nuclei 

from various models range from us(10一 s)to 10 

a．These will be tested by future experiments． 

One guess on the cause of the existence of 

long—lived superheavy nuclei in 1960s is that there 

is a spherical shell closure at Z一 114 and N 一 184． 

It is well known that there are spherical magic 

numbers 2，8，20。28。50，82 for protons and 2， 

8，20，28，50，82， 126 for neutrons． The nuclei 

with magic numbers are more stable than neighbor— 

ing nuclei according to spherical shell mode1． It is 

considered that next double magic nucleus is Z一 

1 14 and N 一 184 according to some theoretical cal— 

culations． Recently there are suggestions from 

mean—field calculations that Z一 12O。N 一 172。N 一 

1 84。⋯ may be spherical magic numbers for super— 

heavy nuclei． 

Although the isotopes with magic proton num— 

ber are more stable than neighboring isotopes，a 

different situation can happen for an open——shell nu—- 
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cleus if there are many valence nucleons outside 

closed shells．Bohr and Mottelson have pointed out 

that for configurations with particles outside closed 

shells， the nucleus can gain energy by deforma— 

tion[ 
．
The number of stable nuclides on an iso— 

topic chain of even——Z rare— earth isotopes is as high 

as 5— 6 where many rare—earth nuclei are deformed 

in their ground states． Beyond the doubly—magic 

nucleus ‘ Pb some heavy nuclei such as Th， 

。 · 。 · 。。U 。 Pu and ”Cm have very long half— 

liyes of a decay． It is found that there is deforma— 

t[on in their ground states ( ≈ 0．26一 O．30)㈣
． 

For heavier nuclei with Z≈ 100 and N≈ 152 it is 

known that there is quadrupole deformation ≈  

0．3 in their ground states and the deformation also 

leads to the appearance of deformed subshell N = 

152 around Z一 100． The nuclei with N 一 152 is 

more stable to spontaneous fi ssion than expected 

(the branch ratio of spontaneous fission is very 

smaller than that of a decay)．They also have lon— 

ger half-lives of a decay than expected． For super— 

heavy nuclei with Z≈ 108 and N≈ 1 62 various cal— 

culations show that there is a deformed subshell 

and the nuclei in this mass range can have longer 

half-lives of a decay than expected．Up to now it is 

unclear whether there is deformed subshell for su— 

perheavy nuclei with Z 一 114 or Z 一 120． Some 

mean—field calculations suggest there is deformation 

or superdeformation in the ground states of some 

nuclei on Z一 110— 120 isotopic chainsE 
． This 

will be tested by future experiments． 

Studies on superheavy nuclei provide an op— 

portunity to see where is the end of the periodic ta— 

ble of chemical elements，to search the long—lived 

superheavy elements，and to test various nuclear 

models which are built based on the properties of 

nuclei near the stable line． In this article we dis— 

CUSS some important problems on current resear— 

ches of superheavy nuclei． This paper is organized 

in the following way． Section 2 is an analysis on 

the experimental half—lives of nuclei．W e discuss in 

Section 3 the parity conservation and octupole de— 

formation of even——even nuclei in the present relativ—— 

istic mean—field (RM F)model with the D ，∞ ，and 

p mesons． Section 4 is a short review on spontane— 

OUS fission of nuclei． Section 5 is a summary． 

2 Long Lifetime Nuclei beyond 。。Pb 

A 

238 

s we stated in the introd0ction。 。 Th。 

U 。 Pu。 Cm are long lifetime nuclei be 

yond Pb．W hy these nuclei have abnormally long 

half-lives of a—decay? W e give a detailed explana— 

tion in this section． 

W e list the ground state properties of long——li—— 

retiree nuclei beyond Pb in Table 1 where the 

number of long—lifetime nuclides ranges from 1 to 4 

for an isotopic chain(the longest—lifetime nuclide of 

an isotopic chain is included)． In Table 1 the first 

colum n is the nuclide and the second column is the 

half——life of the ground state where the half— lives are 

taken from Refs．r15，16]．The third column is the 

d—decay energy j’ ． The spin and parity of the 

ground states of parent nuclei and daughter nuclei 

are given in columns 4 and 5 ， ‘ ． l'he quadrupole 

deformation parameter of even—even nuclei is listed 

in column 6 where the data are from Ref．r 10]．In 

the last col umn we gi ve the branch ratio of a—decay 

from the ground state of the long’—lived nu。 

clide．[ 。‘ ． 

It is seen from Table 1 that many nuclides 

have very long half-lives． The half—lives of Th， 

。 · 。 ·。。 U ， Pu，and Cm can compare with the 

life—time of the earth．At first let US focus on even— 

even nuclei in Table 1． It is known experimentally 

that there is prolate deformation in the ground 

states of above nuclei．The quadrupole deformation 

parameters in these nuclei are approximately ： 

0．26一一0．29c 
． For odd—A and odd—odd nuclei in 

Table 1 it is known from the spin and parity of 

their ground stale that they are also well deformed 

and their deformation param eters are close to those 

of neighboring even—even nuclei[ 
． For example 

Bohr and M ottelson pointed out there is deforma— 

tion for。： Np and its deformation parameter ≈  
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Table 1 Ground state pro perties of long-lived heavy nuclei beyond 2Qt Pb and the ground 

state spin and parity of their daughter nuclei I J=) 

0．25(see Ref．[17]：On Np，266—267；On U， 

273— 274，and Fig．5-14；()n the Nilsson I evels 

with N> 126，225，Fig．5-5)．It is concluded from 

Table 1 that the long-lifetime nuclei(and the lon— 

gest lifetime one) have significant deformation in 

their ground state． Is this an accident coincidence 

between the longest-lifetime nuclei and nuclear de— 

formation of ground state? W e think that this is 

not an accident coincidence． It shows that de— 

formed heavy nuclei can have very long half-lives． 

In general deformation can increase the stability of 

nuclei for open—shell nuclei~ ．The half-lives of nu— 

clei are determined by decay energies and by the 

ground state properties． W hen there are enough 

valence neutrons and protons，deformation can lcad 

deeper binding of nucleons than expected[ ．The 

half-lives of nuclei can become longer due to this． 

W hen nuclear half-lives are determined by a—decay， 

the influence of deformation becomes very impor— 

tant because the halblives of a—decay are very sen— 

sitive to the variation of decay energy．A small de— 

crease of decay energy can lead to a large increase 

of half_life because there iS an exponential relation— 

ship between the half-life and decay energy 
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some special cases the blocking effect of an odd——nu—— 

cleon can lcad to the variation of the hal卜life with 

10一 i00 times because of the selection rule of an— 

gular momentum and parity in a decay． Here the 

decay of 。 U belongs to one of the special cases 

where the spin and parity of parent and daughter 

nuclei are different．Because the ground—state spin 

and parity of j U (J：一 (7／2)一)are different from 

those of 。 Th (Jj一 (5／2) )，the a—decay to the 

ground state of 。’Th is an unfavored transition and 

this transition only occupies a small component in 

all modes of a—decay from 。 U to various states of 

。 Th (5％)[ ． Because there is deformation in 

this mass range，there are many Nilsson levels in 

the energy spectrum of Th．The most i mportant 

branch in all a—transi—tions’'-’ 3 is a favored transition 

(55 ) which occurs between the ground stare of 

。。。U (J：一 (7／2) )and the excited state of 。 Th 

(-，5 一 (7／2) )where the excited energy of this 

state is 0．205 M eV． The decay half-Iife of 。U is 

mainly determined by this favored transition． The 

effective decay energy to this excited state of 。’Th 

is Q：一4．678—0．205— 4．473 MeV．This leads to 

that the half-life of 。 U is abnormally longer than 

those of 。 · 拍U． Therefore deformation plays an 

important role for the abnormally long half—life of 

U．The above argument on the long half—life of 

。 U is also valid for other nuclei with odd—nucleon 

where the spin and parity of parent and daughter 

nuclei are different． For example Cm in Table l 

is the longest lifetime nuclide on Z 一 96 isotopic 

chain． It has a much longer half-life than those of 

Cm and Cm． The favored transition (branch 

ratio：71％)in all a—transitions of? Cm is to the 

excited state of ”Pu with．，j*一 (9／2) and with 

excited energy E 一 0．402 M eV：’ ． This leads to 

that Cm is the longest lifetime nuclide on Z一 96 

isotopic chain． ’Cf have longer half—lives than 

those of · Cf due to the same cause where 0j’Cf 

is the longest lifetime nuclide on Z ：= 98 isotopic 

chain． Therefore deformation plays a crucial role 

for the long half life of some odd A and odd——odd 

nuclei in this mass range．In the lower part of Ta— 

ble l the ground—state spin and parity of some nu— 

clei are unknown and their estimated values 1)y Au— 

di et all’ are listed with a sym bol# ．Although we 

only listed the long lifetime nuclei on Z===90— 101 

isotopic chains in Table 1，the conclusion here can 

be valid for other mass range such as superheavy 

nuclei． 

It is also known from nuclear data tablesE 

that there exist isomers near these long lifetime nu— 

clides．Nuclear deformation leads the splitting of a 

spherical level into many Nillson levels． Therefore 

various c0nfigurati0ns of nuclei become close in en— 

ergy and these provide an opportunity for shape co— 

existence in low excited spectrum．The existence of 

isomers shows again the importance of deformation 

in this mass range and shape coexistence leads to 

the deep binding of many nuclei in genera1．But for 

few nuclei it could also lead to the weak binding of 

a nucleon outside a deformed subshel1． The prolate 

deformation dominates the ground state of these 

nuclei． This is consistent with previous eonclu— 
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1U I1 ． 

Nuclear deformation also lcads to an exotic 

phenomenon for the nuclide。。。UE ． On the one 

hand it has a very long half-life of a decay due to 

the negative parity in its ground state．This means 

it is very stable for a decay．On the other hand it is 

very unstable for artificial fission． A low—energy 

neutron can leads its fission．This can be associated 

with the influence of nuclear deformation．There is 

an isomer with a very low excitation energy for 

。。。U[ 
． The properties of this isomer are E 一 

0．077 keV，J 一(1／2) ，丁1，2—26 min．The spin 

and parity of both ground state and the isomer 

state is consistent with quadrupole deformation 

≈ 0．25 for。。 UE 7
． W hen we see the variati0n 

of the last neutron separation energy with neutron 

num ber for odd—N nuclei on U isotopic chain，the 

separation energy decreases with the increase of 

neutron number for mass range from U to 。 U
．  

This is drawn in Fig．1，from which it is seen that 

there is a sudden decrease of neutron separation en- 

ergy at 。 U[ 
． The possible cause is that deform— 

ation leads to a subshell at N 一 142[ ] and the 

143th neutron in the ground state of。。。U is weaklv 

bound．This can also be seen from the lower Dart 

of Fig．1 that N一 142 can be approximately consid— 

ered as a deformed subshel1
． There is a verv low 

isomer in 弛 U (E 一 0
． 077 keY)．The two Nils— 

son levels with N一143 J 一(7／2) and with N一 

145 J 一 (1／2) are very close in energy in this 

mass range． Therefore two neutrons in the ground 

state of。 U are not weakly bound due to strong 

configuration mixing of the two levels from pairing 

interactions． W hen two neutrons are added on 

。 U ， 。 U is formed and it is again norma11y 

bound．Because the single particle levels in 。。U are 

dense due to deformation and the last neutron is 

very weakly bound，a low—energy neutron can lead 

to the occurrence of artificial fission in 。 U
．  

W hen。 U is in its ground state，its half-life 

for a decay is very long
． But it is very unstable for 

artificial fission．This is due to the exotic effect of 

nuclear deformation． 。。。U is also very stable for 

spontaneous fission because its half-life of sponta— 

neous fission ( f一 (1．8— 3．5)× 10 a)is much 

longer than that of口 decay (T
o 一 7．O4× 10 a)． 

W e will discuss this in Section 4 in detail． 

> 

苫 
、  

舍 

A 

Fig．1 The variation of the one-neutron separation energy in 

odd—A U isotopes and the variation of the two--neutr．0n 

separation energ in even-A U isotopes
．
A deformed 

subshell effect apl I rs at N 一 142
． 

3 Parity Conservation and Octupole 

Deformation of Even—even Nuclei 

in RM F M odel 

Because there is rare discussion on the odd— 

m ultipolarity deformations of even—even nuclei in 

the published RM F articles，we discuss in this sec— 

tion whether there exist the odd—multipolaritv de— 

formations in present RM F model with d ，(tJ，and 

p mesons． W e concentrate our discussions on the 

octupole deformation which was believed to be the 

most im portant one of the odd—multipolarity de— 

formations in nuclei． As the octupole deformation 

of even—even nuclei is directly related to the asvm— 

metry of space reflection，the existence of static oc- 

tupole deformation means the non—conservation of 

>Q苫 ／(c 
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parity in nuclei． 

In 1956 Lee and Yang[ 。‘ 。] pointed out that 

experimental data do indicate parity conservation in 

strong and electromagnetic interactions to a high 

degree of accuracy． For the processes related to 

weak interactions they found there is no experi— 

mental evidence of parity conservation． They pre— 

dicted that there exists the violation of the symme— 

try of space reflection in卢一decay of a nucleus．This 

is also called as the parity non—conservation of the 

weak interaction in physics． It was first predicted 

by Lee and Yang in 1956 and confirmed by W u et 

al[ ．In order to explain the parity non—conserva— 

tion in decay，I ee and Yang introduced the axial— 

vector term (i．e．y5 matrix)in the I agrangian den— 

sity of the weak interaction ．Therefore the ap— 

pearance of the y5 matrix in the I．agrangian density 

is a necessary condition to explain the parity viola— 

tion in 8一decayL 。·。 
．
This is widely accepted and it 

becomes a part of the Standard M odel in nuclear 

physics and particle physics． 

For the strong interactions and the electro— 

magnetic interaction，it is generally believed that 

parity conserves and there is no parity—violating 

term in the Lagrangian density or the Hamihonian． 

Since 1956 experimental physicists spent much 

time to try to find the violation of parity conserva— 

tion in strong interactions (such as nuclear spec— 

trum and nuclear reactions) but they found that 

parity is conserved to a good precision (1 0。。 ) in 

strong interactions and in the electromagnetic in— 

teraction． For an atomic nucleus which is a quan— 

turn many—body system with a definite number of 

protons and neutrons。Mayer and J ensen 。]dis— 

cussed the problem of the parity and pointed out 

that the ground states of all nuclei with an even— 

number of protons and of neutrons have zero angu— 

lar momentum and even parity． Bohr and M ottel— 

son[ ·。 ]discussed the problem of the parity in nu— 

clei clearly and pointed out that the ground—state 

rotational band of even-even nuclei is 0 ，2 ，4 ， 

· · · if there is the symmetry of space reflection and 

of time reversa1．The ground—state rotational band 

of even—even nuclei will be 0七，1土，2土，3士，4土，⋯ 

(parity doublets)if parity does not conserve．They 

stressed that a parity。‘violating deformation can ap ‘ 

pear if there is a parity—violating mean—field[ 。]po— 

tential like the term pseudo—scalar interaction． 

They further pointed out[ 5_ that the absence of 

parity doublets shows the invariance of space re— 

flection of the intrinsic motion． Bohr and M ottel- 

son[ j concluded from the analysis of experimental 

data of a-decay and T-decay that the parity selection 

rules are obeyed to a high degree of accuracy．It is 

also pointed Out in other textbooks that parity con— 

serves for a nucleus[ · 7。． 

The relativistic many—body problem of nuclei 

was developed by Serot and W alecka[ 
． They 

found a theoretica1 description of the relativistic 

many——body problem within the framework of quan—- 

turn hadron dynamics (QHD )[283． The model 

(QHD-II)[ contains fields for baryons and four 

kinds of mesons：the neutral scalar meson(d)，the 

neutral vector meson(o0)。the isovector—vector rues- 

on(D)，and the isovector pseudoscalar meson( )． 

()f courses the photons are included because there 

are electromagnetic interactions between protons． 

A local Lagrangian density with the nucleons，the 

mesons d， ∞，D，7c and photons can be construc— 

ted[ 
．
The local I．agrangian density of the RM F 

mode1 is written as followsc · ： 

RMF： ⋯ + 

where the Lagrangian density of the 7c meson is 

=== 专(a 丌“· 丌“一 丌 ·丌“)一 
75 7r ·r“ ． 

(1) 

The Lagrangian density for interacting nucle— 

ons，d，‘l，and D mesons，and photons 【)] 

一  (i a 一 M ) 一 g。 一 

g 研  (tJ 一 g．gty lD “ + 

1 a 
一  1 ： 2一 gz o"3 

一 
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丢 + 1 f3( )z～ 

{ n + 1 ： ～ 

三R⋯ 4 · +专 · 一 

{P 。一e A 1(1一 s) ，(3) 

一 一 a ， 

R 一 P～ 一 a 口～ ， 

一  A。一 A ． 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

where the meson fields are denoted by ， and 

and thelr masses are denoted by ， and re
—  

spectively． The nucleon field and rest mass are de
—  

noted by and M
． A is the photon field which is 

responsible for the electromagnetic interaction
，P ／ 

4n 一 1／137． The effective strengths of the cou
—  

p JJng between the mesons and nucleons are
， re一 

pectively'g。，g and gp．g2 and _{are the nonlin— 

ear coupling strengths of the d meson
． c3 is the 

self-coupling term of the field
． The isospin Pauli 

m atn ces are w rltten as 
，r3 being the third comDo— 

nent of r“ 

For the mesons in the Lagrangian densitv of 

the RM F model(Eqs
． (1～ 3))，the most imDortant 

meson is the 7r meson[ 。· 
．  It carries the quantum 

number-，一0，丁一 1 and P一 一 1 Ee8．29]
． The eaua— 

t oms of motion for the fields are easily obt
ained 

Irom the variational principleDa．zg]
． In orderto de— 

scrIbe the ground state properties of even—even nu
—  

clei we need static solution of the above I agrang
—  

lan． For this case the meson field and photon fields 

are umed to be classical fields and they are time 

mdependent ((’一num bers)
． The nucleons move in 

classical fields as independent partic1es(
mean～field 

pproximations)． The Dirac field operator can b
e 

expanded in terms of single particle wave function
s 

= ∑
i 

声 口，where n，is a particle creation oDera
—  

tor 。 and声，is the single partic1e wave function
．  

It “ 。±ul to stress that nuclear density distr 
u — 

tlons can be measured directly by electron scatter
—  

mg or by other methods
． Up to now the densitv 

distributions with symmetry of space reflection are 

obtained experimentally for．even—even nuclei
．  

In order to obtain the coupled RM F equations 

of even—even nuclei(the Hartree approximation) 

from Eq．(1)Serot and W alecka made two jmDo
r_ 

tant assumptions ．They assumed that there are 

good parity and invariance of time reversa1 for 

even—even nuclei ． Ring also agreed that these 

assumptions are right[29]
． Reinhard also admitted 

that nuclear states in the RMF model have definite 

parity · The above two assumptions are the ba
—  

ses of the RM F formulations and are indeDend
ent 

of the methods of numerical calculations
。 These 

wo assumptlons also agree with the experimenta1 

tacts that there are the good parity and invariance 

ot tlme reversal for even—even nuclei E2,1．253
． The 丌 

meson is dropped off as the mean—field of the 
7r 

meson breaks the parity on the Hartree level[28 303
．  

上Jreston et al wrote that odd electric moments must 

VaⅢsh if theories are invariant under time reversa1 

or it the system has a definite parityTM]
． The RM F 

Lagrangian (Eq．(3))is used for the calcu1ations of 

eVen—even nuclei by all the persons who worked 

with the RM F model(Hartree—approximation 
D1us 

d ，(u ，and P mesons)
． This was well stated in the 

review articles 3U]．The force parameters of the 

RM F model are obtained by fitting the ground 
state 

propertles of even—even spherical nuclei and the 

properties of infinite nuclear matter
． This confirms 

galn that no parity—violating interaction is intro
—  

duced in the RM F Lagrangian density (Eq
． (3)) 

because parity is a good quantum number for 

spherical nuclei． Under these assumptions on1
v 

three mesons d，oJ0，and poo enter the coupled RM F 

quatlons for spherical nuclei
． U nder these as— 

sumptlons also the three mesons d，cun，and po0 en- 

ter the coupled RMF equations for axia1
一

deformed 

nuclei． i hese assumptions guarantee the same 

Iorce parameters can be used both for spherica1 ca
-  

ses and deformed cases
． W hen one of these basic 

mptlons breaks， the force parameters [itted 

t om spherical nuclei can not be used for axial
～ de— 
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formed nuclei because the number of the mesons 

entering the RMF equations is larger than three． 

By the way the definitions of quantities such as the 

operators of electric muhipole moments and the op— 

erator of particle number are based on the definite 

parity of nuclear wave function in the RM F mode1． 

For example the operator of particle number is re— 

lated to the density distribution of nucleons in the 

mean-field model and the density distribution is re— 

lated to the square of the single particle wave func— 

tion．W hen the single particle wave function has a 

definite parity，the nuclear density is a scalar under 

space reflection． 

In order to obtain the ground state of even— 

even nuclei by the self_consistent iteration of the 

RM F equations one usually starts from an initial 

wave function with zero angular momentum and 

even parity (0 )． Therefore one always gets a fi— 

nal converged solution with even parity if his nu— 

merical calculations are right．If there is no conser— 

vation of parity in the final solution，we have to 

ask which interaction lcads to the violation of the 

symmetry of space reflection． ()ne should notice 

that a small component of parity—violating strong 

interaction will leads to a huge effect of the parity— 

violating phenomenon in decay．This is because 

the strong interaction is much stronger than the 

weak interaction in nature． 

For the RM F calculation without constraint 

one minimizes a parity—conservation Hamihonian 

H RMF to obtain the ground state solution of a nucle— 

us．For the constraint RMF calculation on quadru— 

pole moments(Q2())one minimizes a new Hamiho— 

nian H 一 HRMF— 【JI1 · Q20(1inear constraint or 

square constraint)to obtain the variation of the en— 

ergy with quadrupole deformation parameter． For 

the constraint on quadrupole moments(Q20)parity 

should conserve for both Hamiltonians． One must 

be very careful to carry out numerical calculations 

for new Hamihonian because two Hamiltonians are 

not exactly equivalent．In order to get the r
．
ight so— 

lution to describe the variation of the energy with 

tonian (HRMF)，the solution with the conservation 

of parity from the new Hamihonian(H )is a phys— 

ical solution． Therefore the solution of the ground 

state of even-even nuclei in the present RM F model 

has even parity．The even parity must be kept for 

the whole energy curve of the new Hamihonian 

(the variation of the energy with deformation pa— 

rameter)．An energy curve is interesting if the bas— 

ic quantum numbers such as parity and angular mo— 

mentum are same in each point of the curve(except 

energy)． 

This is well known in the non—relativistic cal～ 

culations with harmonic potential plus various po— 

tentials．One obtains the quadrupole deformation 

and hexadecapole deformation with a potential 

一  

1 矗 
。 (￡2，￡。)lD (1+ (．1￡2 y2。+ 

c2￡4Y4o+ c3L ·S+ (、_I L ) ， 

where Y c，， is the spherical harmonic function． ， 

cg，c3，and C4 are constants． ￡2 and￡1 are quadru— 

pole and hexadecupole deformations，respectively． 

The conservation of parity was kept for the calcula— 

tions of even—even nuclei with the above potentia1． 

In order to obtain the solution with octupole de— 

formation one has to introduce a parity—violating 

potential Y30． As realistic two—body interactions 

from the low energy data of two nucleon systems 

conserve pari ty，the important deformation besides 

quadrupole deformation is the hexadecupole de— 

formation in the ground state of even—even nuclei． 

The effective mean—field interaction should be the 

main part of the sum of realistic two—·body interac—· 

tions． This is written in textbooks and in pa— 

pers[ j_ 
．  

There were some wrong statements on the 

constraint mean—field calculations in some refer— 
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ences(we do not cite these references ln this pa— 

per)． It was written that all other deformations in 

constraint calculations are included automatically if 

one made a constraint on the quadrupole moments 

(Q2o) on the old Hamiltonian(HMF)． This is 

wrong because the symmetry of the old Hamiltoni— 

an (H MF)must be kept for the constraint calcula— 

tions． If there is no parity—violating interaction in 

the old Hamiltonian of even—even nuclei， there is 

no odd-。multipolarity deformation in the correct so—- 

lution of the constraint mean—field calculations． 

Even if there exists the configuration without the 

symmetry of space reflection in even—even nuclei， 

the present RM F model can not describe this con— 

figuration because there is no parity——violating inter—— 

action in the present RM F model(Hartree approxi— 

mation + d， ∞， and p)． Parity conservation of 

even—even nuclei is also an important assumption of 

the RM F model when the meson is dropped off 

from the RM F Lagrangian density． 

There is no parity—violation interaction in the 

present RM F model with nucleons，the mesons d ， 

oJ，and p，and photons． Any small component of 

the parity——violating strong interactions in a relativ—— 

istic I agrangian will destroy the widely accepted B 

decay theory which is controlled by the parity——vio—— 

lating weak interactions in the Standard M ode1
．  

This is because the strength of strong interactions 

is much stronger than the weak interaction and the 

p decay is directly related to the atomic nucleus． 

Although there were studies on the possibility 

of octupole deformation in the ground state of nu— 

clei since 1960s，it WaN concluded that the octupole 

deformation in the ground state of even—eyen nuclei 

is approximately zero[。 。 ． Up to date there is no 

clear experimental evidence on the existence of the 

octupole deformation in the ground states of even— 

even nuclei and in the superdeformed rotational 

band of even—even nuclei(1owly excited states)or 

low—excited isomeric states
．
This is also whv the 

octupole deformation is not included in the ground 

states of nuclei 。 even if it is easy to introduce 

the parity—violating potential Y30 in non—relativistic 

calculations． 

W e believe that parity conservation is true in 

various nuclear processes which are governed by 

strong interactions and electromagnetic processes． 

Even if there exists the configuration without the 

symmetry of space reflection in a very rare case， 

the present RM F model can not describe this con— 

figuration because there is no parity——violating inter—— 

action in the present RM F model and the conserva— 

tion of parity of even——even nuclei is a basic assump—， 

tion of the present RM F model with the d ，∞ ，and 

p mesons． In the following RM F calculations we 

restrict the calculations of even—even nuclei to the 

axial deformation with even——multipolarity deforma— 

tions． This is the natural space of the standard 

RM F mode1． I．alazissis et alc。 ]also restricted the 

deformed RM F calculations to these cases when 

they calculated the energy surface of 。 Hg and 

94 Hg． In the standard RM F model， one can not 

obtain static octupole deformation of even——even nu—— 

clei because there is no parity—violating term Y {0 in 

the RM F 1 agrangian and parity conservation of 

even—even nuclei is a basic assumption in the RM F 

mode1． 

The variation of energy with quadrupole de— 

formation parameter for a superheavy nucleus 

114 is drawn in Fig．2．The minima of Fig．2 cor— 

respond to different solutions．This clearly exhibits 

the shape coexistence of a superheavy nucleus
．
It is 

seen from Fig．2 that there is a solution with super— 

deformation．This solution is the lowest in energy 

and it can be the ground state of this nucleus
． This 

is a theoretical prediction in the RM F model with 

TM A force． It is one of the various possible shapes 

in the ground state of superheavy nuclei
． W hether 

this prediction is right for 1 14 will be tested bv 

future experiments of superheavy nuclei
． There are 

two ways to test this prediction．()ne is to measure 

the rotational band and another is to search the iso— 

mers in this nucleus[。 
． If this prediction is right． 

it will promote the synthesis of superheavy nuclei 
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because the reaction CROSS—section can be increased 

due to deformation． The half-lives of superheavy 

nuclei can be also longer than expected
．

’

If it is 

wrong，it does not matter because it only shows 

that the superdeformed solution in the RM F model 

is not an unphysical solution． This is also helpfu1 

to improve the RM F model and to cure the defi— 

ciency of the mode1． The path of development of 

physics is based on both successful and unsuccess— 

ful explorations from theoretical and experimenta1 

physicists． 

> 
0 

＼  

【 

． 2070 

． 2072 

．2074 

．2076 

．2078 

Fig．2 The variation of the energy of the nucleus “1 1 4 with 

the quadrupole deformation parameter in the con— 

straint RMF model with TM A． The ground state of 

。 1 1 4 can correspond to a configuration with superde— 

formation deformation
．
The superdeformation is suit— 

able for nuclear stability from the point of view of en- 

ergy． 

Up to date we do not know whether the RM F 

model can be applied for calculations of static fis— 

sion barrier in heavy and superheavy nuclei
。 Some— 

one called the maximum height of the energy curve 

(such as in Fig．2)as the height of fission barrier
．  

We are not sure whether this is right for the RMF 

mode1．In the mean—field model there is a very bas— 

ic assumption on the existence of a single mass cen— 

ter of a nucleus and this mass center is the central 

point of the mean—field． The space coordinates 0f 

all nucleons and the motions of particles are deftned 

with reference to this central point
． The mean-field 

is also defined with reference to this centra1 D0int
． 

On the one hand fission is a splitting of a nucleus 

(a single mass center)into two fragments or m0re 

fragments(two or more mass centers)
． The validi— 

ty of the RM F model(a single mass center)for fis— 

sion (two or more mass centers) is unknown
． In 

principle the height of fission barrier is different f0r 

different mass and charge combination of tw0 frag— 

ments．In the RM F calculation the charge and mass 

numbers of two fragments have not been taken int0 

account． So we are not sure that the maximum 

height of the energy curve in the c0nstraint RM F 

model is the fission barrier
． ()n the other hand the 

force parameters of the RM F model are obtained bv 

fitting the ground state properties of nuclei(bind— 

ing energies and radii of some spherical nuclei)
． 

The nuclei near the barrier of fission lie in hig111v 

excited states． W e do not know whether we can 

extrapolate the RM F model from the ground state 

to the highly excited states
． 

4 Parity Conservation in Spontaneous 

Fission of the Ground State of Nu— 

clei 

Fission is important for nuclear stability
． For 

nuclear fission we should classify the two types of 

fission：(1) the artificial fission which is induced 

by photons， neutrons， and a particles； (2) the 

spontaneous fission． These two kinds of fission 

have different mechanisms in physics
． Bohr and 

W heeler[。。]proposed a liquid drop model to explain 

artificial fission． For artificial fission 0ne can trace 

the fission path where the nucleus is gradually ex— 

cited to the highly-excited states with different 

symmetry and different shapes (or a formation 0f 

compound nucleus)． One can see the variation of 

nuclear shape in highly excited states
．
W hen the 

excited energy is higher than the static fission bar— 

rier，various fission channels are gradually possible 

but some fission channels are observed due t0 the 

competition of the fission channels and of the sym— 

metry (for real processes of fission different fissi0n 
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channels have different fission barriers due to the 

different combination of charge number and mass 

number of two fragments)．The shell effect can in— 

fluence the mass distributions of fragments．The 

parity of even—even nuclei does not conserve on the 

artiffcial fission path from the ground state of even— 

even nucleus to the highly excited states and to the 

appearance of two separate fragments due to the 

outside interaction．The exotic shape such as octu— 

pole fieformation may appear near the outer barrier 

of artificial fission although the lowest—energy state 

(i．e．the ground state or the fission isomer in the 

superdeformed wel1)is symmetric for space reflec— 

tion．Bohr and M ottelson pointed out the isomeric 

minim um of heavy nuclei is stable for oct upole de— 

formation because there is no parity。。violating po‘ 

tentimE 
． 

For spontaneous fission of even—even nuclei in 

the ground state it is a pure quantum tunnelling 

effect[4。一4 ．When an even—even nucleus is in its 

ground state，it has definite spin and parity．It can 

never increase its energy automatically without 

outside interactions(the conservation of the ener— 

gy)．Its parity does not change without outside in— 

teractions(conservation of parity)． It is known 

from quantum mechanics that a microscopic parti— 

cle has dual properties：wave and particle．It is due 

to the wave property of fl microscopic particle that 

the quantum tunnelling effect can happen． Because 

the m icroscopic particle is a probability wave dur— 

ing spontaneous fission process(i．e．quantum tun— 

nelling process)，there is no meaning to talk about 

the shape of a microscopic particle (the kinetic en— 

ergy of fl particle is negative under the fission barri— 

er according to classical mechanics)．Therefore the 

spontaneous fission，a decay，cluster radioactivity 

(“C，⋯ )and proton emission belong to the same 

mechanism in physics：quantum tunnelling effect． 

The a decay， cluster radioactivity， and proton— 

emission are the extreme asymmetry spontaneous 

fission．The occurrence of asymmetry spontaneous 

fission in the ground state of even-even nuclei is in— 

dependent of static octupole deformation(a spheri— 

ca1 even—even nucleus can have a decay)． It is well 

known that the parity conserves for a decays be— 

tween the srates of two even-even nuclei．For a de— 

cays one never talk about the path of the decay be— 

cause it is a pure quantum tunnelling effect．Exper— 

iment physicists have never observed the shape of 

the a particle when it is in the intermediate tunnel— 

ling process of the decay．For spontaneous fission， 

a decay， cluster radioactivity， and proton emis— 

sion，it is widely accepted that the barrier is mainly 

controlled by the Coulomb interaction (the strong 

interaction plays fl partial role)． 

Spontaneous fission from the ground state of 

the eyen—even nuclei is fl nuclear process which is 

governed by strong interactions and the Coulomb 

interaction．Parity should conserve in spontaneous 

fission．W hen W heeler discussed the spontaneous 

fission，he pointed out that parity conserves in the 

process of the spontaneous fission ’ ． Johansson 

stressed this again[I3j．Vandenbosch and Huizenga 

clearly pointed out that both spin and parity should 

conseEve in spontaneous fission of even—even nuclei 

and odd—A nuelei[ ]where fission starts from the 

ground states of nuclei．The even parity is kept for 

even—even nuclei in spontaneous fission as the 

ground state of even—even nuclei has even—parity． 

Bohr and M ottelson also pointed out the isomeric 

minimum of heavy nuclei is stable for octupole de— 

formation because there is no parity——violating po’— 

tentialE ． Based on these we consider that parity 

should conserve for spontaneous fission from the 

ground state of even—even nuclei (even parity)． 

The conservation of parity forbiddens the occur— 

rence of static octupole deformation in spontaneous 

fission of even—even nuclei as the static oetupole de— 

formation is related to asymmetry of space reflec— 

tion． It is well known that parity conservation is 

valid for a—decay and y-transitions of nuclei．Parity 

conservation should be also valid for cluster radio- 

activity(“C， Ne，⋯ )．It is interesting to test ex— 

perimentally the conservation of parity for cluster 
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radioactivity of heavy nuclei in order to confirm the 

parity conservation in these process which are gov— 

erned by strong interactions and the Coulomb in— 

teractions． 

The half-lives of nuclear spontaneous fission 

can be measured by experiments．Some data of the 

haIf—lives of spontaneous fission have been accumu— 

lated up to date． The half—lives of spontaneous fis— 

sion of Z一 90，92，94，96，and 98 are listed in Ta— 

ble 2 where the data are from Ref．[443．In Table 2 

an average value of data from different groups is 

presented for a given nuclide． 

Table 2 Half-lives of spontaneous fission of even-Z isotopic chains 

It is found that 。U has the longest half—life of 

spontaneous fission in available data of U isotopic 

chain． Pu also has the longest half—life of sponta— 

neous fission in available data of Pu isotopic chain． 

Cf has the longest half—life of spontaneous fission 

in available data of Cf isotopic chain．This fact con— 

firms that spontaneous fission is a quantum effect 

where even—odd effect in pairing correlations plays 

an important role． It also indicates that there are 

selection rules of parity and angular momentum in 

spontaneous fissions because the even—odd effect is 

very strong． If the parity and spin of the nuclear 

ground state does not conserve on the path of spon— 

taneous fission，the blocking effect of odd—nucleon 

will be very small and the half—lives of odd-N nuclei 

in eyen—Z isotopic chain will be close to the neigh— 

boring even—even nuclei on this chain． Therefore 

available data of spontaneous half-lives clearly show 

that the conservation of parity should be kept to de— 

scribe spontaneous fissions where a quantum tunnel— 

ling effect happens． ()ne should also differentiate 

the artificial fission and spontaneous fission be— 

cause they have different mechanism in physics． 

W hy an odd—A nucleus 。 U has the Iongest 

half—life of spontaneous fission on U isotopic chain 

? Newton~ ]and W heeler~“；considered that both 

spin and parity of nuclei should conserve in the 

Process of spontaneous fission． Johansson also 

stressed this[ ． Therefore odd nucleon has a bloc- 

king effect in spontaneous fission as compared with 

even—even nuclei．This leads to an increase of spon— 

taneous fission barrier．Therefore the odd—A nuclei 

can have longer half～lives of spontaneous fission 

than those of neighboring even—even nuclei． 

5 Summary 

In this paper we have discussed the relation— 

ship between nuclear stability and nuclear deforma— 

tion．It is found that the long—lived nuclides on Z一 

90—1 0 1 isotopic chains have significant deforma～ 

tion in their ground states． Therefore deformed 

heavy nuclei can have long half-lives． W hen the 

half—lives of nuclei are determined by Ⅱ decay， 

some odd-N nuclei can have longer half—lives than 
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those of even—N nuclei on an isotopic chain．Nucle— 

ar deformation can also lead that the half-life of an 

odd—A nuclide or an odd—odd nuclide is the longest 

one on an isotopic chain． Especially the very long 

lifetime of U is analyzed and discussed． This 

analvsis can be useful for future researches of su— 

perheavy nuclei where the half-lives are mainly de— 

termined by a decay and by spontaneous fission． 

The conservation of parity is stressed in RM F 

mode1．The conservation of parity is also stressed 

in a—decay， cluster—radioactivity，and spontaneous 

fission of nuclei starting from nuclear ground state 

where they are governed by strong interactions and 

the Coulomb interactions． W e clearly point out 

that one should notice the difference between artifi- 

cial fission and spontaneous fission．For spontane— 
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超重核性质的新观点 
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南京大学物理系，江苏 南京 210008) 

摘 要：简单回顾了超重核的理论研究现状，讨论 了形变对长寿命重核 a衰变半衰期的影响。分析 

了相对论平均场模型的有效范围。强调 了a衰变、结 团放射性和 自发裂变中应保持宇称守恒。提 出 

了一些新观 点。 
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